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 THE RIGHT ABSORPTION PROPERTY

 FOR DARBOUX FUNCTIONS

 Abstract

 In this paper we investigate the Darboux right absorption property
 of a family of function. In particular, the considerations concentrate
 around the maximal class of functions having the Darboux right ab-
 sorption property.

 In paper [CN] the authors proved (Theorem 1.1): Let / be a continuous
 function from the real line R onto R. If g is a function from R into R such
 that g o / is continuous, then g is continuous. This theorem leads directly to
 the definition ([CN]): Let T be a class of functions from a space X into itself,
 such that at least one element from T is a surjection. We say that T has the
 right absorption property (abbreviated RAP) provided that if g : X - > X is
 such that g o f £ T for some surjection / £ 7 , then g € T .

 The last example of paper [CN] shows that the family D of all Darboux
 functions does not possess RAP. In this paper we analyse the problem of the
 right absorption property for Darboux functions more precisely (we assume
 that h : R - ¥ Y, where Y is some topological space, is a Darboux function if
 the image of an arbitrary closed interval is a connected set).

 First, we shall modify the definition from paper [CN]: Let T be some
 family of Darboux surjections mapping R onto R. We say that T has the
 Darboux right absorption property, relative to a topological space Z (abbre-
 viated DRAP(Z)) , provided that if g : R -> Z is such that go f is a Darboux
 function for some / G then g is also a Darboux transformation.

 In the whole paper we consider only a perfectly normal topological space
 ([ER]): A topological space X is called a perfectly normal space (Tê - space)
 if X is a normal space and every closed subset of X is a G s set.

 Let / : R - y Y where Y is a topological space. We say that / is a bilateral
 uniformly discontinuous function at a € Y if there exists a neighbourhood Va
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 of ol such that /([x, x + v¡))'Va ^ 0 # f{(x - 77, x])'Va for each x G Z"1 (a)
 and each 77 > 0.
 To simplify the notation, we denote by DĻ the family of all Darboux

 functions which possess no point of bilateral uniform discontinuity .
 A net in a topological space X is an arbitrary function from a nonempty

 directed set to the space X. Nets will be denoted by the symbol
 where xa is the point of X assigned to the element a of the directed set
 E. We shall apply the notation connected with the nets introduced in [ER],
 Moreover, in a topological space X, for a net let acp^^ xa denote
 the set of all accumulation points of {xa}aç£.
 By N we denote the set of all positive integers.
 Let us remark that if T is the family of all linear functions / : M - y M,

 then T has DRAP (HI). At the same time, it is easy to construct a nonlinear
 function g such that TU {<7} has DRAP(1Sl). On the other hand, the example
 from paper [CN] shows that the class of all Darboux surjections does not
 possess £>iŁ4P(M). So, the questions connected with the maximal class T
 which possesses DRAP(Z) are interesting1 (in the sequel, this family will
 always be denoted by Td)-
 Of course, one can find some analogies between this subject and the prob-

 lems of the maximal additive and multiplicative class for Darboux functions.
 It should be noted here that the investigations connected with the seeking for
 the maximal additive or multiplicative family for Darboux functions allowed
 to obtain many interesting and elegant mathematical results (e.g. [RT], [FR],
 [BA], [BC]).

 The first considerations suggested that trying to find the family Tr> necessi-
 tates concentrating on the continuity of the transformation. A more thorough
 analysis of the problem allowed us to distinguish the class C of transforma-
 tions.

 Definition 1 We say that a Darboux surjection f : IR 221$ IR belongs to the
 family C if for an arbitrary real number a, there exist real numbers xa, ya
 such that f'[xQ,ya] *s a continuous function and a G Int /([xa, ya]).

 Then the questions (relative to a fixed topological space Z ), announced
 earlier, will take the form:

 1. Does Č possess DRAP(Z )?

 1 We can assume a definition similar to that of the maximal additive and multiplicative
 class of functions ([BA], [BC]): The family of Darboux surjections will be called the
 maximal class possessing DRAP(Z) if T p has DRAP(Z), and for each family K, which
 possesses DRAP(Z ), we have K C ?d- Of course, T& is the class of all Darboux surjections
 / such that if the superposition g o / is a Darboux function, then g is a Darboux function,
 too.
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 In the case of the positive answer:

 2. Is Č the maximal class possessing DRAP(Z )?

 In the case when the answer to the last question is "no":

 3. Characterize the maximal class having DRAP(Z).

 An easier version of this problem is also possible:

 3' Show a (pretty small) family of transformations in which a class possess-
 ing DRAP(Z) is contained.

 Theorem 1 contains the answers to questions 1,2 and 3'. Question 3 is an
 open problem.
 Before we formulate this theorem, we shall prove two lemmas.

 Lemma 1 Let f G C and ao G K. Then there exist points2 xo,yo G M
 and a real number So > 0, such that f(x o) = ao = f{yo), the functions
 f'lx„-S0,*0+S0]> /l[yo-io,»o+io] are continuous and, moreover,

 f([x0 - ¿o, «o)) C (a0, +oo) or f((x 0, x0 + ¿o]) C (a0, +00)

 and

 f([yo -¿o, yo)) C (-00, a0) or f((yo, yo + ¿0]) C (-oo, a0).

 Proof. Let ao G M and let xOCQiyQo be real numbers such that
 g = f'[xao,yao] is a continuous function and a0 G Int(f([xQoì yao]))- Then
 /([xao,ytto]) H (a0,+oo) ^ 0. Put A = ^((ao, +00)) and let z E A. Then
 there exists x G ķa0>2/a0] suc^ that /(*) < ao • Suppose, for instance,
 that x < z. Hence z ± xO0, and so, {x G [za0>2/a0] x < z A (x,z) C
 A } ^ 0. Denote x0 = inf{x G [ xaoìyao ] : x < z A (x, z) C A} and
 ¿o° = min(|z - x0|,|x0 - xao|) > 0. Then /l[x0_<5*°,x0+<5*°] *s a continuous
 function and /((x0, x0 + ¿o°]) C (a0,+oo).

 We remark that /(x 0) = ao- Indeed, according to the definition of xo,
 we deduce that there exists a sequence {xn} C A such that xn ' xo- Then
 /(x0) G [ao,+oo) and xo ^ A , which proves that f(x 0) = ao-

 In a similar way we define yo and Íq° • To finish the proof of this lemma,
 it suffices to put (S0 = min(¿o° > ¿o°)- ū

 The next lemma is a partial answer to the question connected with the
 properties of functions belonging to To-

 2Of course, the points xq, yo need not be distinct.
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 Lemma 2 Let f : M R be a function such that, for some ao G M, there
 exist 3 x0ìyo € M for which f(x0) = ao = /(yo) and there exist ¿o°,¿o° > 0
 such that :

 • f'[z0-6x° ,x0] 2S a continuous function and f([x o - ¿J°, xo)) C (ao,+oo)
 or

 • /I[x0,x0+<5X°] 15 a continuous function and /((x o, xo 4- ¿o°]) C (ao,+oo)
 and, moreover ,

 • /l[yo-¿y°,yo] 25 a continuous function and f([yo - S%° , yo)) C (- oo,ao)
 or

 • /l[y0,yo+<$0°] 25 a continuous function and /((yo, 2/o + ¿o°]) C (-oo,a0).

 Then , /or eac/i function g :W-¥ Z where Z is some topological space , if xo,yo
 are Darboux points of the first kind 4 of g o f, then ao ¿5 a Darboux point of
 the the first kind of g.

 Proof. According to our assumption that Z is a perfectly normal
 space, it is sufficient to show that ao is a Darboux point of the the second
 kind of g.

 So, let L = [ao, a¿] be an arbitrary segment with endpoint at ao (suppose,
 for instance, that a'0 > ao).

 Assume that

 (1) g([a0,ß]) = Z for each ß € L'{a0}.

 By the assumption of the lemma, there exist a point xo and a real num-
 ber ¿q° > 0, such that f(x o) = ao and the condition connected with the

 3 Of course, it is possible that xo, yo are equal to each other.
 The definitions of Darboux points of the first and second kinds are contained in papers

 ([RJP], Definition 4.1, p. 42) and [RP], Definition 1.2): We say that a point xo £ X is a
 Darboux point of the first kind (of / : X - ► Y) if for every arcL = L(x o,a) (with endpoints
 at xq and a) the following conditions are fulfilled:

 • If /(L^x o,p)) = Y (I/l(xo,p) denote subarc of L with endpoints at xo and p)
 for every element p 6 L ' {xo}, then there exists a point po € L ' {xo} such that
 /(Ll(x o,Po)) is a connected set.

 • If K is a set such that for some net C L for which xo € lim^g^ x<r, K
 quasi-cuts /( L) U acp^^ /(x^) between the sets {/(xo)} and {/(x^) : a £ 17} U
 acP aÇE /(**)» then K n /(¿l(xo,^(t)) ^ 0, for every a € Z-

 • If for some net C L for which xo € Yimaç£ xffi Y ' /( L) quasi-cuts /( L)
 into^ets A and £_between the sets {/(xo)} and {/(xg) : a € E} in such a way that
 A n B 0, then An B is of type G s in a subspace A U B of Y .

 A point xo € X is a Darboux point of the second kind (of /) if for every arcL = L(xq , a)
 conditions (1) and (2) are fulfilled.
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 half-line (ao,+oo) is fulfilled. Suppose, for instance, that h = /|[x0-5*°,*0] *s
 a continuous function and f([x q - ij0, £o)) C (ao,+oo). Then there exists
 a point x'Q € [so ~ ^o°> xo) suc^ ^at M[xo>xo]) C L. From the fact that
 f{[xoix o]) is a nondegenerate interval included in L with endpoint at c*o and
 according to (1) we may infer that (g o /)([xq, xo]) = Z. Since xo is a Dar-
 boux point of the the first kind of g o /, there exists zo € [®ó,®o] such that
 (0 0 /)([* 0, *0]) is a connected set. Let aj = sup(/([2:o, x0])) E L'{ao}. Then
 ^([ao,a5]) = g(f([z o,^o])) is a connected set, too.

 To finish the proof of this lemma, it suffices to show that:
 if if is a set such that, for some net {aa}a^^ C L for which ao =

 limpei; a^, K quasi-cuts g(L) U aicp(reS g(aa) between the sets {¿/(oro)} and
 {g{ot<j) : <r e S) U acpa€r g{aa)ì then K fi ^([a0, a*]) ^ 0 for any <r e E.
 Let xo, xó, SXo and h be the two points, the positive real number and the

 function from the first part of the proof. Without loss of generality we may
 assume that { a a : <r € £} C (/([^o^o])- Let <šC be the relation directing E.

 Let us define

 ^ = {O7* (x0 - xo]) : <T e E An £N Aota £ /((x0 - ®o])}-

 At present we define the relation ^ in A in the following way:

 ((Tx, (x0 - -, x0]) < (o-2, (x0 - -, x0]) o-i < <r2 A n2 > n 1.
 n 1 n2

 Observe that ^ directs A. Now, we define a net {ßs}s^A by the sentence:
 for each S = (<r, (xo - xo]) € A , let ßs be an arbitrary element of the
 set /-1(a<r) n (i0 - «0].
 Then x0 = lim ¿^aPs, and {f{ßs)}s^A is a subnet of {oca}a££i and so,
 a0 = lim seAf(ßö)- Observe that {g(f(ßs))}öeA is a subnet of {g{aff)}creZi
 which means that acp¿€¿ g(f(ßs)) C acpa€r g(oca). Consequently, K quasi-
 cuts g{L) U aka.cpS€Ag(f(ßs)) between the sets {g{f(x0))} and {g{f(ßö)) •
 S G A} U acp¿€¿ 9{f{ßs))- Since x0 is a Darboux point of the the first kind
 °f 9 0 /> therefore

 K n 9{f{[ßs , x0])) # 0 for each S E A,

 and so,
 K H g([ao , aa]) ^ 0 for each a € E.

 □

 Theorem 1 Let Z be a nonsingleton connected space such that there exists a
 continuous surjection h : M - y Z. Then

 CC TDCD*z and CÍ?d¿D*z.
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 Proof. According to Lemmas 2 and 1, we may infer ([RP]) that the
 inclusion C C F d takes place5.
 Now, we shall show that C ^ To-
 Let /_i : (- oo,0] -> R be defined by the formula *-i(x) = x. A func-

 tion t'Q : (0, |] - ¥ M is defined in the following way: ¿ó(x) = niax( - x2 +
 x, j' sin £|). Now, a function to : [0, 1] M may be defined as follows:

 0 for x G {0, 1},
 to(x) = < ť(,(x) for x € (o, |],

 .*ó(l -*) for *€ [5, 1).

 Of course, *o|(o,i) is a continuous function, to is a Darboux function and
 *o([0, 1]) = [0, +00). Suppose that we have defined functions ť,- : [z, i + 1] - > M
 for i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., ti. Then let ťn+1 : [n + 1, n + 2] M be defined by the
 formula

 ťn+i(x) = min ( - - , <o(x - n - 1)).
 Tl + 1

 Put t = Vn=-i'n : M K (see [ER], p. 99).
 Now, we shall show that if g : M - ► Z is a function such that g o t is a

 Darboux transformation, then g is a Darboux function, too. By Lemma 2 and
 according to the construction of the functions ť_i and ť0 , we may deduce that
 if a G IR'{0}, then a is a Darboux point of the the first kind of g. To finish
 the proof of the fact that g is a Darboux function, it suffices to show that 0 is
 a Darboux point of the the first kind (and, according to the perfect normality
 of Z, that 0 is a Darboux point of the the second kind) of g.

 Let 7 be an arbitrary real number different from 0. Denote L = [0,7].
 At present, we suppose that g{[0>ß]) = Z for each ß G L'{ 0}. If 7 < 0,

 then, similarly as in the proof of Lemma 2, we can show that there exists
 70 G L'{ 0} such that ^ ( [70 , 0] ) is a connected set. So, let 7 > 0. Fix n7 G N
 such that ^ < 7. Then #([0, -■]) = (0o*)([n7, n7 -f |]) is a connected set.

 Now, we suppose that K is a set such that, for some net { a C [0, 7]
 such that 0 = linv€£ aa, K quasi-cuts ^([0,7]) U acpa€^ g{oca) between the
 sets {<7(0)} and {g{aa) : a G E) U acpa€r g{aa).

 The proof is obvious if 7 < 0. Now, we assume that 7 > 0.

 5 Note that, in the proofs of both the lemmas, we did not make use of the assumption
 that the functions under consideration are Darboux functions. We have thus proved the

 following considerably stronger property: Let / : R R be a function such that, for an
 arbitrary oc G K, there exists xQ,i/Q 6 R such that f'[XatìyQ] >s a continuous function and
 a € Int(f([xaiyQ])). Then, for each transformation g : R - *■ Z, if g o / is a Darboux
 function, g is a Darboux function, too.
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 Let <To € S and let nCo be a positive integer such that < a„0 . Then

 <(["<70, noo + 5]) = [0, C [°> «»»]» and A = (9 0 *)(["»<» n<r„ + 5]) is a
 connected set such that <;(0) € A and ({g(aa) : a £ ¿7} Uacpa€i7 g(aa))DA ^
 0. This means that A fl K 0, and so, ^([0, aero]) fi K ^ 0. This finishes the
 proof of the fact that g is a Darboux function and, thereby, the proof of the
 condition C ^ Td is finished.
 Now, we shall show that Td C V*z.
 To prove the above inclusion, we shall demonstrate that if £ £ D*z , then

 U?d.
 Let £ : IR R be an arbitrary Darboux function such that there exists a

 point a* G M of bilateral uniform discontinuity of /, i.e. there exists e* > 0
 such that 4([x, x+£))'(a*-e*, a*+e*) # 0 ^ £((x-ļ, x])'(a*-£*, a*+e*)
 for any x E f-1(a*) and n 6 N.

 Now, we shall construct a function g* : R - > Z which is not a Darboux
 function, such that g* o £ is a Darboux function. Fix two distinct points
 *ij z2 G Z. Let gl : [a* - e* /2, a* + £*/2] Z be defined by the formula

 • / v izi if x = a*,
 5i(*) • / v = S , ,

 [z2 if if , a , .

 Let g' : (- oo, a* - e* /2) U (a* + £*/2, -foo) be a function mapping every
 interval onto (the whole space) Z . Then g* = gl V g' : R 2ÏÎ? Z is the sought-
 for function.

 To finish this proof, it is enough to show that Tq ^ Vz • It is easy to verify

 that the function <p : M R defined by formula

 fx for x < 0,
 9 x Ulsinïl + ï for 1 > °

 is a Darboux function belonging to V*z .
 Let si, S2 be two distinct points of Z. Then let £i : (- oo, 1] - > R be defined

 in the following way:

 r ( X ' - fSl if x - 0'
 1 ( X ' - ļ«2 if x € - (0, 1].

 Let C2 • (l,+oo) Z be a function mapping every interval onto (the whole
 space) Z . Put Ç = Çi V C2 : ® - ► Z . Of course, Ç o (p is a Darboux function,
 and C is not.
 So, the proof is finished. □
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 Put T'd = D'!Fd where D is the set of all Darboux surjections / : M - > ®.
 It is easy to show that there exists a Darboux surjection / such that the
 set of all discontinuity points of / is a singleton and / G T'D. Of course,
 this function is quasi-continuous. It is interesting to consider the connection
 between the class of quasi-continuous Darboux surjections and the sets Td
 and T'd. The following theorem show that Td and T'D are dense sets in the
 set of all quasi-continuous Darboux surjections.

 Theorem 2 Every quasi-continuous Darboux surjection f : M - ► M is the
 limit of uniformly convergent sequences {fn}%Ļ i C Fd and {<7n}í?Li C T'D.

 Proof. Let / be an arbitrary quasi-continuous Darboux function
 mapping the real line onto the real line. It is sufficient to show that:

 (1) for each n G N, there exist fn G 7 d and gn G T'D such that

 sup'fn{x)- f(x)'< - and sup |ý„(x) - f(x)' <
 xgK n n

 Now, let no G N.

 Denote /* = [£, *£] for k = 0, ±1, ±2, . . .. Then (J¿T-oo h = M-
 As / is a Świątkowski function (see [HP]), for any k = 0, ±1, ±2, . . ., there
 exists Xk such that / is continuous at x*, and /(x; c) G Int . Let Sk > 0
 (k = 0,±1,±2,. . .) be a number such that f([xk - Sk, Xk -f Sk]) C Int J*.
 Finally, for k = 0, ±1, ±2, . . let £k : [xk - Sk , Xk + Í*] h be a function
 linear on the segments [xk-6k, Xk-^Sk], **+§£*], [«fc+gí*, **+£*],
 such that&(x*-í*) = /(x*-í*), &(®*+í*) = /(sfc+í*)> ^
 and + |í/c) = Then we put

 fn o = VÍT-0O& V «*+<*]■
 It is not hard to verify that fno is a Darboux function satisfying
 suPx€ffi 'fnoix)~f(x)' < According to Lemma 2, we deduce that fno G Td-

 At present, we construct a function gno. We consider the level /"1(0). Let
 {^a}a<ß be a transfinite sequence consisting of all elements of /~1(0), where
 Q is the smallest uncountable ordinal number (of course, this sequence need
 not consist of distinct elements) .

 Now, we consider x0. If, for each S > 0, /([x0, x0 + S))'[ - 5^, 5^] ^ 0,
 then we put Aq = 0. In the opposite case, let be a positive real number
 such that /([ar0, ®o + ¿¿]) C [- and we put Al = (x0, xo+¿o)- T^e
 analogous construction is made on the left-hand side of the point xo, which
 leads to the definition of the set Aq . Let Aq = Aq U Aq .
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 Suppose that we have constructed the set Aa for each xa where a < ß < ii.
 If X0 € [ja<ßAa, then we put Aß = 0. In the opposite case, similarly as for
 so, we define the set Aß for Xß.
 Denote A = (J a<nAa- If A = 0, then let gno = /. If A ^ 0, then we

 define in the set A the equivalence relation * in the following way:

 p * r if and only if p - r is a rational number.

 By the letter B we denote the set of all equivalence classes of the relation *.

 Let A be a surjection B onto [ - 3^] . Then we define gno : M M as
 follows:

 _ îi1 = ImW.) iîxeA,
 ļ/(z) if X ć a,

 where [ar]* denotes the equivalence class containing x. Note that if J is an
 arbitrary closed interval, then

 IfļJ) UAnj^t,
 S"*U IWJt-sfe. 5Ü ¡tAnJte.

 This means that gno is a Darboux function. It is easy to see that
 sup*€B I s»« G *) - /(*) I < sib < à ■

 Now, we define the function g„o in the following way: <7„o(0) = 0; gn0(x) =
 1 for x £ [ - 5^, 5¿^]'{0}, with <7*0 mapping each interval contained in
 ( 00 » -5^7) U (5^' +°°) °nt0 (the whole) real line- Then 9 no ° 9 no is a
 Darboux function, but g„o is not, which proves that gno G T'D.

 The proof of condition (1) is completed. □
 The theorem we have proved "provokes" one to formulate the following

 open problem: What other classes of functions (except quasi-continuous Dar-
 boux functions) possess the property that each function from this class is the
 limit of uniformly convergent sequences of functions from both the classes T d
 and
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